
 
 
                                                                                         

                                                                                 
 
 
 
 

Trans-Tec America to Resell Aegis’ FactoryLogix NPI Software 
   
 

HORSHAM, PA (May 7, 2018) - Aegis Software, a global provider of Manufacturing Execution 

System software (MES), announces that Trans-Tec America will include Aegis Software’s 

FactoryLogix® software solution with their line balancing and optimization solution. 

Rick McCollough, General Manager, of Trans-Tec America stated, "FactoryLogix provides our 

customers with the Industry 4.0 Intelligent Factory solutions they require. Starting with superior 

data preparation and documentation for NPI (New Product Introduction) - this fully integrated 

solution can also lead to a path to full MES providing component level traceability on YAMAHA 

IM machinery.” 

“Aegis is very proud to be a critical part of the software offering via this partnership,” said Jason 

Spera, CEO of Aegis Software. “Trans-Tec America and Aegis share our mutual customers’ 

requirements for Industry 4.0. FactoryLogix enables manufacturers to adapt quickly to 

dramatically shorten time-to-market and maximize efficiency. We look forward to working 

collaboratively with these companies as they seek to achieve ongoing productivity 

enhancements in other areas of the factory, that may also extend beyond NPI.” 

About Trans-Tec  

Founded in 1988, Trans-Tec provide comprehensive sales, distribution and service for Yamaha 

industrial and SMT products throughout North America, including the full range of Yamaha SMT 

equipment in the United States and Mexico. TransTechnology Worldwide now operating out of 

41 locations in 11 countries, has long been established as a worldwide leader in sales, 

distribution and after-market service for a full line of electronic manufacturing equipment. 

The SMT service team is geographically dispersed to ensure rapid SMT service with over half of 

the Trans-Tec workforce is dedicated to providing outstanding service. Learn more by visiting  

http://trans-tec-america.com/ 
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About Aegis 

Founded in 1997, Aegis Software uniquely delivers a comprehensive and flexible end-to-end 

manufacturing execution system (MES) platform giving manufacturers the speed, control, and 

visibility they require. Aegis has international sales and support offices in Germany, UK, China 

and Japan, and partners with more than 37 manufacturing equipment suppliers. Since its 

inception, Aegis has been helping more than 2,000 factories across the military, aerospace, 

electronics, medical, and automotive industries, drive rapid and continuous innovation with the 

highest quality while reducing operational costs. Learn more by visiting http://www.aiscorp.com/ 
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